








Solution to HW1 Problem 3

(a) white noise image: stationary, ergodic, and isotropic.

(b) The observed realization corresponds to a given value of A. The process is stationary
and isotropic but not ergodic. It has two ergodic modes (corresponding to A = 127 and
A = 255).

(c) This is a snapshot of the surface of Mars (a sphere for the purpose of our discussion).
The craters are due to meteorite impacts over the life of the planet. It is reasonable to assume
that these impacts are uniformly distributed on the sphere. The process may thus be viewed
as stationary, ergodic, and isotropic.

(d) Fingerprint images feature straight ridges at the bottom and curved ridges on top.
They shouldn’t be modeled as stationary. Even if we viewed these images as defined on a torus
and applied the stationarization trick of Problem 1, observe that fingerprints have preferred
orientations for ridges and are thus strongly anisotropic. Even if we applied the isotropicization
trick of Problem 2 and viewed these images as isotropic, recall that fingerprints are unique to
each person and therefore the process cannot be ergodic.

(e) A brain image features a neck at the bottom, a nose on the side, gray matter on top,
etc. The image process is neither stationary nor isotropic or ergodic.

(f) We can think of the experiment as taking pictures at random locations in a soccer
stadium. One may think of this process as stationary and ergodic if the same kinds of people
are seen in all parts of the stadium. More realistically, we expect to see different kinds of people
in different parts of the stadium (e.g., people wear orange colors on one side and blue colors
on the other side); such a process isn’t stationary. In any event, the process isn’t isotropic
because most spectators stand up.

(g) We can think of the experiment as taking pictures at random locations on the soccer
pitch. The process could be viewed as stationary by application of the argument in Problem 1.
The process isn’t isotropic because soccer players usually stand up. The process isn’t ergodic
because what we see in this picture is (fortunately) not representative of other pictures that
could have been taken elsewhere on the pitch.

(h) We may think of the experiment as assembling lego pieces on a flat support piece. This
process isn’t stationary because the support piece is in the center of the picture. Even if we
used the stationarization trick, the process isn’t isotropic because of the limited number of
degrees of freedom for rotations.

(i) A building picture has a roof and a sky on top. The process is not stationary, not
isotropic, not ergodic.



(a) iid binary image, (b) iid binary image, (c) section of Mars surface
2 equiprobable values (0 and 255) 2 equiprobable values (0 and A),

A = binary r.v. with 2 equi-
probable values (127 and 255)

(d) fingerprint (e) MRI brain image (f) soccer crowd

(g) head butt (h) lego head butt (i) building

Figure 1: Are these images realizations of stationary, isotropic, and/or ergodic processes?
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